

USS Delphyne 10004.03


Host ACTDNicke says:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

CSO_KBeth says:
::In Brege cruising to meet the Del at Denil III::

Host CO_Grant says:
::On the bridge::

MO_Lea says:
::In the Runabout Platte, closing her medkit and setting it on the ground::

CEOLefler says:
*CO*: Shuttlebay 2 to Bridge. This is the Europa, We are ready for departure on your mark

CIV_McLeod says:
::on the Platte, monitoring his console::

OPS_Lynam says:
::On bridge at OPS, scanning for comm. signals.::

FCO_Nichols says:
::In the Runabout Europa, checking flight controls::

Host CO_Grant says:
*WALL*: Are you ready to launch?

XO_Wall says:
::on Runabout Platte at helm station::

XO_Wall says:
*CO*: yes were ready

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Clear the Europa for departure

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
::in Shuttle Bay 2::

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Aye sir.

CTO_Psion says:
::In quarters....contemplating and looking out his window::

TO_Hawkes says:
::At Tactical on the Bridge. Watching the two new icons for the Europa and the Platte blink merrily on the console.::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Opens shuttlebay doors::

SO_Redfield says:
::on Bridge at Sci Station ::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: clear the Platte

OPS_Lynam says:
COMM:Europa: Europa you are cleared to launch.  Good luck.

Eng_Bridges says:
::on the Europa::

Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:EUROPA:PLATTE: Drive safely, don't crash into each other

XO_Wall says:
MO: boy that was some hypo you gave us whats in that stuff ::still shaking it off::

CSO_KBeth says:
@::Looks around cockpit of Brege:: Self: Pretty nice ::presses a few buttons just for the heck of it::

OPS_Lynam says:
COMM:Platte: Platte you are cleared to launch behind Europa, good luck.

CIV_McLeod says:
::nods at XO:: MO: it certainly did have a bit of a kick

CEOLefler says:
FCO: You heard the man, lets go, and feel free to show off the Commander if you want. I'll be looking this way

CTO_Psion says:
~~Nichols?~~

TO_Hawkes says:
::Looks at scans of area for any 'interesting' activity::

FCO_Nichols says:
COMM: CO: I'm sure we'll do our best sir.

CEOLefler says:
*CO*: Thank you bridge, Europa is heading out

XO_Wall says:
*OPS*: acknowledged

MO_Lea says:
::Clears her throat:: XO: Star Fleet Medical has been busy of late.  They did not have the oportunity to perfect the syrum, freeing it of side effects.

FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: How did the meditation go?  I couldn't hear you at all.


EngMacPherson-Quest says:
COMM:CEO: Before you can go down to the surface, I have to get with SO Redfield and find out the storms polarization

OPS_Lynam says:
::Resumes scanning for ghost signals.::

XO_Wall says:
::waits a couple of moments for the Europa to take the lead, then fires thrusters::

MO_Lea says:
::Nods::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: I read your report, Tsaikovsky an oberth class ship. Interesting

CEOLefler says:
*EOMAC*: Understood Mac, We'll be holding position in orbit until we are cleared

FCO_Nichols says:
CEO: I'm ready here.

CIV_McLeod says:
MO: Well, I hope we won't be growing tentacles, then ::smiles::

XO_Wall says:
MO: understood ::as we pass by shuttle bay 1 doors into space::

CSO_KBeth says:
@::Does a loopy-do-loo to try to pull some extra G's out of the Brege::

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: yes sir.  rare to find a ship older than ours eh?

CTO_Psion says:
~~Nichols~~  The human term would be "disconcerting".  How do things progress with you?

MO_Lea says:
CIV: They mentioned nothing to that effect. ::Smiles::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: get us into orbit and then we'll wait for Mac to clear a path

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
COMM:CEO: aye, I'll be with you as soon as I can

TO_Hawkes says:
::Watches as both runnabout lights separate from the icon labled 'Delphyne'::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: It happens occasionally

FCO_Nichols says:
::pulls runabout out of shuttlebay::

Host CO_Grant says:
SO: ANy signs of storms on the moon?

CMO_Matt says:
::starts to leave his quarters, finds a message waiting for him::

XO_Wall says:
@::watches the Europa up ahead as it heads for Denil III:::

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION:  sensors pick up the brege 

FCO_Nichols says:
@::Pulls to safe distance from Delphyne::

CMO_Matt says:
::moves to the comp console and reads it, the color from his face drains, leaving him looking hollow::

SO_Redfield says:
::sends a probe into Denil III's storms, checking for their polarizations

CMO_Matt says:
Self: No...

TO_Hawkes says:
CO: Sir, picking up the Brege inbound at the edge of sensor range.

CIV_McLeod says:
@ XO: What will our aspect of this away mission be, sir?

CMO_Matt says:
*SICKBAY*: I won't be coming in today, I feel like I need another day of rest.

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: Waiting for Mac's check.

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle> *CMO*: Understood.

Host CO_Grant says:
TO: acknowledged

CMO_Matt says:
::returns to his bed, going to his knees...he would weep, but he didn't have the emotion left inside of him::

CSO_KBeth says:
@::Notices beeping of sensor array while hanging upside down.  Looks and sees the Del on scanners::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: hail the runabout Brege

XO_Wall says:
@CIV: we are to be here waiting and monitoring in case the Europa and her crew get into trouble

CEOLefler says:
@COMM:EO: Come on Mac. As much as I enjoy a good view I would like to get to the surface today

CTO_Psion says:
::Checks his uniform before leaving his quarters::

OPS_Lynam says:
COMM:Brege: Brege this is the Delphyne, welcome home.

CIV_McLeod says:
@::nods:: XO: let's hope it's a quiet day for us, then

FCO_Nichols says:
@~~Psion~~: We are heading to the surface, stay in contact.

CSO_KBeth says:
@COMM:Delphyne:This is the Brege...thanks it's good to be back.  Permission to commense docking procedures.

MO_Lea says:
@::Holds onto her seat::

CTO_Psion says:
~~Nichols~~ Indeed.

XO_Wall says:
@CIV: yes, however I want you to track the Europa exact path to the surface understood?


XO_Wall says:
@::plots course of the Platte to a position 30,000 kilometers from the Denil III above were the Europa is to land on the surface::

OPS_Lynam says:
COMM:Brege: Roger Brege, you are cleared for landing.  Advise when aboard.

FCO_Nichols says:
@::Looks over console::

CEOLefler says:
@*EO*: We have a lot of work to do

MO_Lea says:
@XO: Do we hold position here for a while?

CNS-Jiosa says:
::shifts in her seat, watches viewscreen::

CIV_McLeod says:
@ XO: acknowledged, sir.  We'll know which path they took within a foot. ::smiles and presses some buttons::

CSO_KBeth says:
@COMM:Delphyne:Will do...miss me?

CTO_Psion says:
::Enters turbolift::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Shuttle Brege docks safely.

Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:BREGE:Of course we missed you

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
COMM:CEO: I'm waiting on SO Redfield

XO_Wall says:
@MO: yes when we reach position we will hold it and monitor all we can of the Europa and crew

FCO_Nichols says:
@::sets thrusters at 1/2 ready to engage at Mac's clearance.::

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle> ::Figures Doctor Lea didn't replicate enough doses for the ATs, so she replicates several more::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Closes bay doors.::

CSO_KBeth says:
::Climbs out of Shuttle, stretches and heads to TL::  TL:Bridge

CEOLefler says:
FCO: I would ask you how you are feeling but I guess I already know that. :)

XO_Wall says:
@CIV: I will keep a lock on our transporters for the crew, you maintain there exact flight path to the surface

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle>::Sets the doses in a tray and begins to review the physicals::

SO_Redfield says:
::can't get a clear reading from the probes::

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: I guess you would know. ::smiles::

CIV_McLeod says:
@ ::nods as he settles into his work:: XO:yes, sir.

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle> *EO*: You are required in sickbay.

SO_Redfield says:
*EO*: I can't get a clear reading as of yet

MO_Lea says:
<EO MacPherson>

CSO_KBeth says:
::Exits TL and glances around Bridge.  Throws bag into corner by station and looks at the readings::

XO_Wall says:
@MO: Lea, develope an emergency medical plan in case we have to go down and rescue them? determine equipment needed, etc.

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: What do you think the problem is?

CTO_Psion says:
::Turbolift opens onto the bridge.::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Monitors communications::

Host CO_Grant says:
SO: Storms make a mess of sensors , do your best

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
*MO*: I'll be there in a few, I'm busy right now

MO_Lea says:
@XO: Yes sir.

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: sensors pick up one of the "ghost transmissions"

TO_Hawkes says:
::Notices Psion enter the bridge::

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: Well if I know Mac he won't be happy until he knows the name of the storms mother and her maiden name before he lets us go threw

CTO_Psion says:
::Takes a look around the bridge breifly::

Host CO_Grant says:
::Notices Psion on bridge::

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
::gets off TL and heads over to the SO::

XO_Wall says:
@::Platte comes into position 30,000 km, intiates all stop.....begins keeping a transporter lock on the Europa's crews on the Plattes console::

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
SO: anything?

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: I thought we were set to go.

OPS_Lynam says:
::Sits up straighter and attempts to record and localize the transmission.::

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Captain.  Reporting for duty.

SO_Redfield says:
EO: nothing, can't get a clear reading

Host CO_Grant says:
PSion: Hello CTO, I hope your meditiation was fruitful

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
SO: aye

TO_Hawkes says:
::monitors tac sensor readouts::

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: Shall we recheck communications with the Platte while we waiting?

MO_Lea says:
@::Moves to another console and accesses the specs of the Europa, on the off chance they are different than the Platte's::

Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: glad to have you back on bridge, Mr.Psion

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  It was insightful.

CTO_Psion says:
::Nods to CO::

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Captain, we've got one here.  A transmission.  Attempting to localize.

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
COMM:CEO: we can't get a clear reading your gonna have to fly in blindfolded

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: Well we can't safely go through the ionisphere until Mac figures out what the polarization is and clears the path using the deflectors

XO_Wall says:
@*OPS*: we are in position..monitoring all of the Europa

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: This shouldn't be this hard though

CTO_Psion says:
::Walks over to TO::

CIV_McLeod says:
::maps the path of the Europa::

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: You heard tha man. Lest see what you can do hot stuff.

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: What do you have?

TO_Hawkes says:
::Glances up from the tac display briefly to nod a 'hello' at Psion::

OPS_Lynam says:
*XO*: Acknowledged.

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: Take us in Lieutenant

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: transmission seems familiar

FCO_Nichols says:
::engages thrusters:: @CEO: Aye sir!

CEOLefler says:
@EUROPA: Things are going to get bumpy. I hope you are all strapped in

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: One....second....::Punching buttons furiously::

XO_Wall says:
@*CEO*: Hows it going, we are picking up ionation on our systems?

CTO_Psion says:
TO:  Mr. Hawkes.  My commendation on your performance.

CSO_KBeth says:
::Glances at scanners and boost the gain on the forward array::

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
::disappointed tone:: SO: I can't believe that your probes couldn't pick up anything. Now I won't know if my modifications to the deflector shields work

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Looks like a transmission from the Andromeda.  An SOS I think.

Host CO_Grant says:
::Notices CSO back on bridge::

CIV_McLeod says:
@ XO: looks like they're having a bit of turbulence::

MO_Lea says:
@::Familiarizes herself with the medical containments of the runabouts::

FCO_Nichols says:
::shifts slightly and readjusts controls::

CEOLefler says:
@*XO*: Well we have failed to clear the path through the storm so we are riding the wild horse all the way in

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle>::Flips through the rest of the physical information::

TO_Hawkes says:
CTO: THank you sir. How was you Meditation?

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: The last time we chased that one we lost a runabout with Mr.Wall & his team on the  otherside of the galaxy

CTO_Psion says:
TO:  What is the current situation?

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: We barely recovered them

XO_Wall says:
@*CEO*: ok if its gets to rough don't risk it, we will find another way

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: These storms don't make any sense.  I should be able to find a path through them but they keep changing.

SO_Redfield says:
EO: well we tried, thats the best we could of done

CEOLefler says:
@*XO*: Acknowledges Wall

Host CO_Grant says:
TAC,CTO: Can you moniter the progress of the Europa?

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: Just aim for "down" and kick it. She'll hold

FCO_Nichols says:
::checks speed and adjusts to direct course::

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle> *CTO*: Your presence in sickbay would be appreciated.

CIV_McLeod says:
@ XO: I'm mapping a pretty erratic path, sir.

FCO_Nichols says:
@Europa: Hang on everyone, its gonna get really bumpy for a couple of minutes.

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: I remember.  I was out there too.

TO_Hawkes says:
CTO: We have two runnabouts goind down ::as he explains, he points out on the tac display:: The Europa and the Platte. CEO LEfler is in charge of the primary mission to pick up any SF debris on  Denil IIi. XO wall is teh back-up safety for the prime team::

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
SO: yes I know, but still those modifications were designed specifically for the storms on Denil III

TO_Hawkes says:
CO: Certainly sir. We are monitoring them now.

XO_Wall says:
@CIV: thats goods, get ever piece of data you can, keep those sensors going ::grins::

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: I show 30 seconds to the surface.

Eng_Bridges says:
@::making final preps on the workbee::

FCO_Nichols says:
@::pulls out of direct descent and prepares to land::

Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: acknowledged

CIV_McLeod says:
@ self: I hope their internal dampeners are working well.

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: Good, our landing sight is 200 kilometers North of here.

MO_Lea says:
@::Calculates the amount of medical supplies on the two craft::

CTO_Psion says:
*Rynle*  Another time perhaps doctor.

Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:PLATTE:WALL: can you monitor the Europa 's descent ? CO-ordinate with TAC to pinpoint their landing

FCO_Nichols says:
@::confirms landing site::

XO_Wall says:
@::tapping buttons quickly on transporters systems, constant adjustment and factors

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle>::Mutters a moment::   *CTO*: Understood.

FCO_Nichols says:
@Europa: 5...4...3...2...

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
CO: permission to report to sickbay

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACITON: the Europa moves in for a safe landing

CTO_Psion says:
*Rynle*  Acknowledged.

Host CO_Grant says:
ENGMAC: Permission granted

FCO_Nichols says:
@Europa: We are down, securing station.

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
CO: aye sir

CEOLefler says:
@2ENGguys: Bridges, you and Franks get started on the Work Bee start up sequence. I want to get to work as soon as we land.

XO_Wall says:
@*CO* yes we are getting a good readings, I will set up a live sensor data  link to the Delphyne

FCO_Nichols says:
@::smiles at CEO:: CEO: What's next?

CEOLefler says:
@ALLEuropa: Which we just did.

CTO_Psion says:
TO:  Do our long range sensors register anything of note?

Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:PLATTE:WALL: acknowledged, good work

CEOLefler says:
@FCO": Now we get to work. We have a lot of equipment to unload and set up.

CTO_Psion says:
::Starts checking console out::

TO_Hawkes says:
CTO: Not that I've seen yet.

FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: Can you still hear me?

Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:EUROPA:LEFLER: Have you landed good?

CEOLefler says:
@::gets up and heads to back of Runabout::

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
*Rynler* I'm on my way to sickbay

FCO_Nichols says:
@::stands up and stretches slightly::

CEOLefler says:
*COMM:DEL*: Landing team to Delphyne. We have landed safely at the designated coordinates. Preparing to begin recovery ops now

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
SO: keep me posted on the storms

CTO_Psion says:
~~Nichols~~  Aye.  Yet you are faint.

XO_Wall says:
@CIV: establish a data link of our sensors to Tactical on he Delphyne

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle> *EO*: I will be ready.

SO_Redfield says:
EO: aye

MO_Lea says:
@::Watches and listens to CIV and XO while finishing the plans::

FCO_Nichols says:
@~~Psion~~: At least there is some backup communication between the AT and the ship.

Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:LEFLER: Very good, check in with us on a regular basis

TO_Hawkes says:
CTO: Perhaps I should move to TAC2? Then we could concentrate on separate scans?

CIV_McLeod says:
@ XO: Data link should be online...now

CEOLefler says:
COMM:DEL: Understood.

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
::exits the Bridge: TL: Deck 4

FCO_Nichols says:
@::follows AT to the back of the Europa::

XO_Wall says:
@*CTO*: you should be recieving a readout of our sensors

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Check with Mr.Wall, see if they received the same ghost transmission

CEOLefler says:
@SecGuy: Monitor the runabout sensors while the rest of get to work on the surface. Alert me if anything comes up

TO_Hawkes says:
::Notices a data link established with the Platte::

SO_Redfield says:
::continues to monitor the probes in the storms::

CIV_McLeod says:
@ XO: I'm getting a bit of interference, compensating

CTO_Psion says:
TO:  Remain at main tactical, you have prior knowledge and should be allowed to complete this duty.

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: probe sends back information on the storms..showing high levels of ionization and moving

TO_Hawkes says:
CTO: Roger

CTO_Psion says:
::Moves to Tac 2::

XO_Wall says:
@CIV: me too having trouble keeping a lock on the Europa's crew

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
::exits the TL , walks down the hall and enters sickbay:::

XO_Wall says:
@::makes several compensations::

SO_Redfield says:
*EO*: I have a report for you

CEOLefler says:
@SciGal: Get to work mapping out the wreckage, its composition, mass, weight, location, etc

TO_Hawkes says:
::Checks tactical scans again::

CTO_Psion says:
*XO*  Recieving information Commander.

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
*SO*: aye, set up a link and transfer to my PADD

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: Sarah you can help me set up the control camp

XO_Wall says:
@*CTO*: very good...

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: Aye sir.

MO_Lea says:
@::Finishes the plans and saves them into two padds. Places one padd in her medkit and one on the console::

CSO_KBeth says:
@CEO:You got it..I am tapping my PADD to death for you...Got Ionizationing headed right for you....don't take any side trips...

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: Bridges and Franks should have that work bee in the air by now

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: Hopefully it will withstand the storms.

XO_Wall says:
@CIV: are we picking  up any unsual from Denil III on our sensors?

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: everything looks routine for now, I am going to my RR for a few moments

SO_Redfield says:
*SO*: aye understood ::sets up link, then begins transfer::

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: We packed some portable dome shield generator. They should provide adequate prtection

CIV_McLeod says:
@ XO: nothing too unusual...all sensor scans are within limits, though they're getting pretty close:

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle> EO: Hello sir.  Lie down on the biobed.

Host CO_Grant says:
::gets up and goes to RR::

FCO_Nichols says:
@::begins unpacking supplies::

CTO_Psion says:
::Notices CO exit bridge::

TO_Hawkes says:
::Checks links with Runnabouts::

XO_Wall says:
@MO: what would be you worst case scenerio as far as medical concerns?

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
Rynle: ok lets get this over with, I have important work to get to

CIV_McLeod says:
@ XO: that could just be atmospheric interference playing around with the sensors, though.

CEOLefler says:
@ENGBRIDGES: Is the Work bee ready?

XO_Wall says:
@CIV: acknowledged

Eng_Bridges says:
@CEO: aye sir ready to go

Host CO_Grant says:
::Enters the RR, sits down for reading some reports::

CEOLefler says:
@ENGBRIDGES: Ok. Lets get her to the wreckage and begin tearing it apart. I want every chunk of that ship loaded before our "help" arrives

CSO_KBeth says:
@CEO:I suggest you boost the power on those generators...this storm is not too big but could grow quickly

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
Rynle: are you here?

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: I need to double check for exterior damage to the runabout after unloading.  That was a bit of a rough flight.

MO_Lea says:
@XO: That we all die?

MO_Lea says:
@XO: Last time there were great levels of radiation. Enormous storms, photon torpedoes.. Things could become very bad.  We will not likely see anything worse than minor injuies from the storm, however.

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: Go ahead

MO_Lea says:
<Rynlt>EO: Yes.  ::Activates the biobed scanners::

CTO_Psion says:
OPS:  I am concerned about our ability to maintain communications through the storms.

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle>

TO_Hawkes says:
::Fiddles with Photon Torpedo Yields vs. storms in the back of his mind::

FCO_Nichols says:
@::walks runabout perimeter checking for damage::

XO_Wall says:
@MO: I will do everthing in my power to avoid your first statement

Eng_Bridges says:
@CEO: aye sir ::at controls and starts the workbee::

XO_Wall says:
@MO: remember that ::grins::

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
::sits on biobed::

MO_Lea says:
@XO: I am sure you will. I will too. ::Smiles::

FCO_Nichols says:
@::pulls out tricorder checking for unseen damage::

FCO_Nichols says:
@::walks back to Lefler::

XO_Wall says:
@MO: ::nods::

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: How she look?

MO_Lea says:
@XO: I will.

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: Well, Mac won't kill me after all, the Europa's in good shape!

SO_Redfield says:
::continues monitoring the probes::

CIV_McLeod says:
@ XO, Lea: Count me in on that mission statement too

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: Told ya. Things are going pretty well so far. Right on schedule

MO_Lea says:
@::Smiles to CIV. Picks up a padd and begins to study::

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: I'm glad you're calm.  Something about these storms make me a bit edgy.

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle>EO: I said lie down.

TO_Hawkes says:
::Checks the AT location on the tac display::

Eng_Bridges says:
::directs the workbee to the wreckage and begins extraction of pertinent artifacts::

Eng_Bridges says:
@

CSO_KBeth says:
@CEO: There is a breach in the shuttles side...I think you can enter from there

XO_Wall says:
@Platte: ok we all agree we are not going to die, we are a great crew!

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
::lays down::

XO_Wall says:
@Platte: we will suceed!

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: Shall we go?

CIV_McLeod says:
@ ::smiles momentarily:: XO: all of our connections with the Europa are going to have some intermittent problems due to the storms down there.

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: I suppose. We still have to download any data possible from her

CTO_Psion says:
::Moves to center of the bridge::

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle>EO: What is your full name. When was your last physical Have you recently experienced any unexplained symptoms such as dizziness, nausea, loss of conciousness, or fatigue.

TO_Hawkes says:
::Checks Tactical scans again::

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: That shouldn't take very long.

XO_Wall says:
@CIV: keep compsating as much as you can ::says with confidence::

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the worker bee continues gathering some debris and returns to the shuttle

Eng_Bridges says:
@CEO: I have the workbee back

FCO_Nichols says:
@::picks up pack from the ground::

CEOLefler says:
@:::Heads into the downed vessel with Sarah behind him:::

FCO_Nichols says:
@::Follows Lefler::

XO_Wall says:
@*OPS*: we are experiencing some interference of our systems but are maintaining our sensors locks

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
Rynle: Lt.Jg. Ewan Christopher MacPherson-Quest. My last physical was at the Academy. Nope I haven't experienced any of those symptoms

CIV_McLeod says:
@XO: yes, sir.  It shouldn't be too hard to maintain good quality unless the storms get worse

MO_Lea says:
@::Looks up:: CIV: Are the members of the Europa nearing the wreckage?

FCO_Nichols says:
@::checks tricorder readings::

CTO_Psion says:
COMM: Away teams:  Delphyne responding Commander.  Investigating the interference.

CTO_Psion says:
::Moves over to Ops station and punches up necessary information::

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle>EO: Stay still. ::Picks up the blood drawing device::

CIV_McLeod says:
@MO: From what I can tell, they've begun picking up pieces of the wreckage, yes.

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
Rynle: don't draw too much now

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: What kind of reading are you getting?  Mine seems scrambled.

XO_Wall says:
@::loses the transporter lock for a couple of seconds but regains it::

Host CO_Grant says:
::gets up after signing some padds::

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle>::Takes a blood sample, sets it in a tray, and deactives the biobed display:: EO: I would take only what is necessary. You are now finished.

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: Its the storm. Most of our instruments are useless

Host CO_Grant says:
::Returns  to the bridge::

Host CO_Grant says:
::Sees that ops is busy and that CTO seems to be in charge::

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
Rynle: thanks ::sits up and looks at his PADD::

MO_Lea says:
@CIV: What are the chances of residual radiation at the wreckage site?

Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: Status of ATs?

MO_Lea says:
<Rynle>::Nods to EO and turns away to enter latest information into the computer::

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: as Lefler and sarah enter the wreckage the shuttle sensors detect the storms movement......it has begun to grow ...

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: Here is the main computer access port

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
<PADD> the storms, showing high levels of ionization and moving

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Away teams still in contact with us sir.  Yet they are experiencing trouble with the storms.

Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: acknowledged

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: Can we transfer enough juice for a download or do we just the core?

TO_Hawkes says:
::Notices the storm overlay increase on relays from the Platte::

CIV_McLeod says:
@ MO:I'm not detecting anything, though the storms are beginning to interfere more with our sensors

FCO_Nichols says:
@::puts pack down::

XO_Wall says:
@::interferience begins to increase  slightly looses trasporter lock a couple of more times but regains::

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the storm moves in on the wreckage cutting off communications with lefler/sarah

CSO_KBeth says:
COMM:Away Teams: The storm is starting to grow...

CTO_Psion says:
COMM:  CEO:  Delphyne to Lefler, detecting growth in the storm's intensity.  Advise caution.

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: I think we can download, Although honestly I want to take the core as well. But we better get the data first just in case

CEOLefler says:
@::plugs in and starts downloading::

TO_Hawkes says:
CTO: Hmmm....last time....didn't the storm pick up as the AT was nearing the wreckage also...coincidence?

FCO_Nichols says:
@::hears static::

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: Lefler and sarah continue their dowload inside the wreckage

SO_Redfield says:
::looks at the readings sent by the probes

CTO_Psion says:
CSO:  Do we have a lock on their coordinates?

SO_Redfield says:
::

CIV_McLeod says:
@ XO: The storm is getting worse, I'm afraid.  Any worse and we're going to lose contact with the Europa

Host CO_Grant says:
::hears no response from AT on moon::

CEOLefler says:
COMM:DEL: Acknowledged Delphyne. How much time until it become impossible for us to leave?

FCO_Nichols says:
@::walks around looking for other computer consoles::

CTO_Psion says:
TO:  Indeed Mr. Hawkes.

MO_Lea says:
@::Nods. Decides to ready some Hyronoline just in case::

Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: have we lost direct comm with lefler?

CSO_KBeth says:
CTO:It is sporaDIC and I just lost CEO and FCO

CIV_McLeod says:
::reads sketchy data from link::

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Negative sir.

Host ACTDNicke says:
@ACTION: lefler and sarah go on dowloading and moving inside the wreckage.....

XO_Wall says:
@CIV: yes I know, transporter lock interference in increase, having intermediate loses of locks

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
::after looking at his PADD, he hops off the biobed and exits sickbay::

CTO_Psion says:
CSO:  Regain communications.

Host ACTDNicke says:
@ACTION:  transporter lock is lost on lefler and the fco

CTO_Psion says:
TO:  Scan for any jamming signals.

Host ACTDNicke says:
@ACTION: the storms seems to surround the wreckage...

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Contact lost with Lefler's team.

FCO_Nichols says:
@CEO: Shouldn't we have heard back from the Del by now?

Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:WALL: we have lost comm with LEfler, see if you can raise them

TO_Hawkes says:
CTO: Aye sir, scanning ::scans for ECM and jamming::

CTO_Psion says:
COMM:  XO:  Do you read?

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: Almost............ok done. Lets go

CSO_KBeth says:
COMM:CEO:Can you hear me....the storm has increased in intensity..you have to leave now!

CTO_Psion says:
~~Nichols~~ do you read?

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
::enters the TL: TL: Bridge

Host CO_Grant says:
COunselor: YOur opinion on the mental state or emotional state of the ground at ?

CIV_McLeod says:
@ XO: we're losing our connections one by one to the Europa

CTO_Psion says:
COMM:  XO:  Delphyne to Commander Wall, do you read?

FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: Barely.  Comm is down.

CSO_KBeth says:
CTO:I had CEO for just a second but now he's gone again

CTO_Psion says:
CSO:  Are you still registering their lifesigns?

XO_Wall says:
@*CTO*: yes were are experienceing breakup of sensors signals of the Europa, its is fluxating

CTO_Psion says:
~~Nichols~~  Regroup with Lefler now!

EngMacPherson-Quest says:
::enters the Bridge and heads over to Engineering station::

CSO_KBeth says:
CTO:For just a second...I still cannot locate FCO

FCO_Nichols says:
@::Walks back to Lefler:: 

XO_Wall says:
@CIV: ::looks over at Mcleod:: Status of your sensors signals?

CEOLefler says:
@FCO: I think it would be advisable to get out of here

CTO_Psion says:
CSO:  Attempt a link up with the XO's shuttle and triangulate the away teams position.

FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: I am 1 meter away from the CEO


ACTION: as Wall and the Delphyne scramble to regain contact and transporter lock  with Lefler and Nichols,.. sensors pick up the  scattered storms and watch as they begin to converge into one large storm surrounding the wreckage and cutting off all communication from within the wreckage….
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